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Hotel "Piedruja"
Motel
Presentation of dishes of Latgalian culinary heritage in the accompaniment of the show, (performance in Latgalian and
multinational style that is characteristic to this area of Latvian–Belarusian border) – for small and large groups, indoor and
outdoor. Excursions around Piedruja village and its surroundings. Runs with two rafts, each for 8 people. It is necessary to
have a passport!
Address: Piedruja parish, Krāslava Municipality, Krāslavas nov., LV-5662
E-mail: viesnicapiedruja@inbox.lv
Home page: http://www.visitkraslava.com
Coordinates: 55°47'53.7" N, 27°26'7.2" E
Working days a week: Monday - Sunday
Working season: All year
Parking lot: Yes
Toilet: WC, DC
Washing possibilities: Shower
Measures: Yes
Excursion: Yes
Feeding: Yes
Renting of inventory: Boat, Fishing-rod, Raft

Tents places
Description: The object is placed in 300 m from Kolodas lake, 400 m from Daugava. Cooking shows, rafting and boating along
the river Daugava along the borderland of EU.

Premises for conferences
Number of places: 25
Equipment: Screen, Paper board, Tables, TV, Big table with chairs

Places to have a meal
Number of places: 52
Nutrition possibility for the groups: Is
Possibility for festivals: There are 52 seats
Kitchen for special needs: Presentation of dishes of Latgalian culinary heritage in the accompaniment of the show,
(performance in Latgalian and multinational style that is characteristic to this area of Latvian–Belarusian border) – for small
and large groups, indoor and outdoor. Excursions around Piedruja village and its surroundings. Runs with two rafts, each for 8
people. It is necessary to have a passport!
Measures: Yes

Overnight accommodations at the countryside
Number of beds: 52
Characterization of places: In 1 room - 1 single-bed, in 1 room - 4 single-beds, in 1 room - 5 single-beds, in 3 rooms - 1
double-bed, in 12 rooms - 3 single-beds
Possibility to cook, equipment: Is
EN Sadzīves tehnika: Gas-stove, Refrigerator, Tableware, TV, Shower
Possibility for festivals: 50 seats, feeding services by agreement
Additional services: Mushroom- and berry picking, Herb teas, Lake

Recreation near the water
Description: 1-3 day excursion down Daugava on inflatable rafts (5 rafts) with a guide. The organizers will provide catering.
You will enjoy all the nice things, rest at the fire, barbecue, cooking the fish soup, and enjoying on the fire boiled tea.
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Transportation of rafts is also available. 
  It is necessary to have a passport! Book your visit in advance!
Beach: Yes
Fishing: Yes
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